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Abstract
When approaching the atomically thin limit, defects and disorder play an increas-
ingly important role in the properties of two-dimensional materials. Superconductivity
is generally thought to be vulnerable to these effects, but here we demonstrate the
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contrary in the case of oxygenation of ultrathin tantalum disulfide (TaS2). Our first-
principles calculations show that incorporation of oxygen into the TaS2 crystal lattice is
energetically favourable and effectively heals sulfur vacancies typically present in these
crystals, thus restoring the carrier density to the intrinsic value of TaS2. Strikingly,
this leads to a strong enhancement of the electron-phonon coupling, by up to 80% in
the highly-oxygenated limit. Using transport measurements on fresh and aged (oxy-
genated) few-layer TaS2, we found a marked increase of the superconducting critical
temperature (Tc) upon aging, in agreement with our theory, while concurrent electron
microscopy and electron-energy loss spectroscopy confirmed the presence of sulfur va-
cancies in freshly prepared TaS2 and incorporation of oxygen into the crystal lattice
with time. Our work thus reveals the mechanism by which certain atomic-scale defects
can be beneficial to superconductivity and opens a new route to engineer Tc in ultrathin
materials.
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Introduction
Shortly after the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory was established, Anderson applied
it to a disordered system, proving that superconductivity in three-dimensional materials is
robust against non-magnetic impurities (conserving both the energy gap and the critical
temperature).1 However, for two-dimensional materials Anderson’s analysis does not hold,
and pair-breaking scattering due to disorder and impurities generally takes place.2 A charac-
teristic example are bismuth films undergoing a superconductor-to-insulator transition due
to increased disorder in the thin limit.3 Even with growth techniques for 2D materials hav-
ing progressed enormously over recent years, defects can never be fully avoided. Hence, it is
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important to investigate how the effect of defects on superconductivity in 2D materials can
be at least mitigated, or potentially even used to enhance the superconductivity. In doing
so, one needs to go beyond the oversimplified picture that scattering from defects necessarily
competes with the electron-phonon coupling responsible for Cooper-pair formation. As a
more appropriate description, the effect of defects on the local electronic structure, the vi-
brational modes and the electron-phonon interaction need to be considered. In that respect,
van der Waals materials are the ideal choice for a system to investigate, because they offer
excellent control over sample thickness through growth or exfoliation with monolayer preci-
sion. Specifically, ultrathin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are currently attracting
great interest owing to the rich interplay between structural, electronic and spin degrees of
freedom they exhibit.4 In addition to superconductivity, ultrathin TMDs can host Ising spin
textures due to strong spin-orbit coupling,5–8 as well as charge density waves (CDWs),9–14
the interaction of which provides a rich playground for new emergent phenomena.
In this work, we have focussed on few-layer crystals of the ground-state H-phase of
tantalum disulfide (TaS2).4 The highly unexpected finding in 2016 of an increasing critical
temperature (Tc) with decreasing film thickness (from bulk value 0.6 K to 2.2 K for a five-layer
film) sparked strong interest in ultrathin TaS2.15 Subsequently, this trend was found to persist
down to the monolayer, where Tc reaches 3 K.16 Furthermore, random restacking of TaS2
monolayers, eliminating inter-plane correlations, also produced a Tc of 3 K.17 Similarly, an
enhanced Tc of 3.4 K was found in bulk TaS2 intercalated with organic molecules, which can
be attributed to effectively monolayer behaviour, resulting from the intercalation, although
charge transfer could also play a role.18 The available explanations for the rise of Tc in
ultrathin TaS2 mainly rely on the weakening of the Coulomb interaction15 and of the CDW
state,14,19 though it remains puzzling that the behaviour of TaS2 differs so strongly from
that of other TMDs, such as NbSe2, where Tc is observed to decrease in thinner samples.7,20
In the investigations to date, the effect of atomic-scale defects in ultrathin TaS2 has
remained an almost entirely unexplored terrain. We therefore start by characterising the en-
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ergetically favourable defects in few-layer TaS2, and the associated changes in the electronic,
vibrational and electron-phonon coupling properties and relate these to the superconduct-
ing state. The defects considered here are all associated with intrinsic lattice sites (either
vacancies or substitutional defects), as opposed to the case of adatoms on monolayer super-
conductors whose additional electronic and vibrational states can also boost Tc.21 First, we
theoretically prove that oxygen substitution on sulfur lattice sites is energetically preferable
to bare sulfur vacancies, and that oxygen effectively heals the lattice where sulfur vacancies
were originally present, in the sense that the resulting carrier densities are indistinguishable
from those in pristine TaS2. Despite the equivalent carrier densities, oxygen substitution has
a strong effect on electron-phonon coupling (EPC) as the latter increases by up to 80% in the
highly-oxygenated limit. The relevance of this effect to experimental observations is proven
by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in combination with electron-energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) on exfoliated few-layer thick TaS2 samples, which show a steady
increase of the oxygen content in the lattice with sample aging. Concurrent transport mea-
surements confirm the lattice healing, as the carrier densities return to their intrinsic values
in the aged (oxygen-rich) samples and record a significant increase of Tc upon aging, which
we link to the enhanced EPC due to oxygenation.
Characterisation of defects in TaS2
The H-phase of TaS2 comprises hexagonally symmetrical planes of Ta atoms sandwiched
between two hexagonal sublattices of S atoms with trigonal prismatic coordination.4 Because
of the weak van der Waals nature of the interactions between the different TaS2 planes, we
focus here on defects in a TaS2 monolayer (ML). To find out which point defects in ultrathin
TaS2 are preferred energetically, we have calculated the formation energies of a selection
of relevant defects, using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in ABINIT,22
with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Specifically, we have considered either vacancy
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defects (sulfur or tantalum vacancies, VS and VTa respectively) or substitutional defects
(substitution of sulfur by tantalum, TaS, or by oxygen, OS), within a 2×2×1 supercell with
fixed volume (computational details are provided in Methods).
In a metal, the formation energy of a point defect D is defined by
Ef (D) = Etot (D)− Etot (pristine) +
∑
ν
nνµν , (1)
where the first two terms are the difference in total energy between the pristine and defect-
containing supercells. The third term contains the chemical potentials of the exchanged
atoms (nν = 1 or nν = −1 for a removed or added atom, respectively), which can be written
as µν = µelemν + ∆µν with respect to the elemental phases of the exchanged atoms. In
equilibrium conditions, variations in chemical potentials are limited by the heat of formation
through Hf (TaS2) = ∆µTa + 2∆µS, providing a range of chemical potentials between sulfur-
rich (∆µS = 0, ∆µTa = −2.93 eV) and sulfur-poor (∆µS = −1.47 eV, ∆µTa = 0), relating to
different growth conditions. Since under typical experimental conditions oxygen is expected
to be present in the form of O2, we focus on oxygen-rich conditions (∆µO = 0).
The obtained formation energies are summarized in Table 1, considering both S-rich and
S-poor growth conditions. The results show that sulfur vacancies (VS) are energetically
favoured among the intrinsic defects but still require activation as Ef (VS) > 0, even under
S-poor conditions. This conclusion is independent of the supercell used (2 × 2 vs. 3 × 3)
or the film thickness (monolayer vs. bilayer). On the other hand, we find Ef (OS) < 0, i.e.,
oxygen substitutions on sulfur sites are energetically preferable regardless of the amount of
available sulfur. This result indicates that, unlike e.g. NbSe2 that has been reported to be
resistant to oxygenation (at least in the absence of prior defects),23 oxygenation of ultrathin
TaS2 samples can be expected to abundantly occur under realistic experimental conditions.
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Table 1: Formation energies of point defects in atomically thin TaS2.
Defect No. of layers Supercell Ef (eV), S-rich Ef (eV), S-poor
VS 1 2 × 2 2.60 1.14
VS 1 3 × 3 2.46 1.00
VS 2 2 × 2 2.58 1.12
TaS 1 2 × 2 7.63 3.24
OS 1 2 × 2 -1.21 -2.67
VTa 1 2 × 2 2.16 5.09
Carrier density and healing by oxygen
To gain more insight in the effect of defects on the properties of ultrathin TaS2, we in-
vestigated the electronic band structures and density of states (DOS) of pristine ML TaS2
(cf. Fig. 1a), and ML TaS2 containing point defects (obtained from DFT including SOC,
within a 2× 2× 1 supercell). Defects introduce significant changes in the DOS around the
Fermi level (EF), which directly affects the electrical conductivity that can be experimentally
probed. At very low temperatures (where the Fermi-Dirac distribution can be approximated
by a step function), the carrier densities can be obtained by integrating the electronic DOS
from the highest occupied electronic eigenvalue with zero DOS up to EF. In this way, we
obtained the carrier densities listed in Table 2, from the calculated electronic structures (see
Supporting Note 1 for further details).
In the preceding analysis, we established that S vacancies are the most likely intrinsic
defects to form. A sample containing S vacancies shows a higher carrier density (1.51 · 1015
cm−2) than pristine ML TaS2 (1.01 · 1015 cm−2), in agreement with a recent experimental
finding where an increased carrier density was found in TaS2 monolayers containing vacancy
clusters.24 However, when the S vacancies are filled by oxygen, leading to the structure
depicted in Fig. 1b, the carrier density is restored to its pristine value. This value, 1.01 ·1015
cm−2, corresponds to one electron per Ta atom (i.e., per unit cell in the pristine case). The
reason for this is that both in pristine TaS2 and TaS2 with an OS substitution, the bands
crossing EF – shown in Fig. 1d,e – are well-separated from the other bands and share one
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Figure 1: Structural and electronic properties of ML TaS2 upon oxygenation. Relaxed
crystal structure of (a) pure ML TaS2, (b) ML TaS2 with one O substituting S per 4 unit
cells (Ta4S7O) and (c) ML TaSO. Electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) of
(d) TaS2, (e) Ta4S7O and (f) TaSO.
Table 2: Calculated carrier densities in ML TaS2 without and with point defects.
System Carrier density (1015cm−2)
Pure 1.01
VS 1.51
TaS 1.26
OS 1.01
VTa 0.76
electron per Ta atom.
Our results therefore directly support preferential lattice healing in TaS2 by oxygen. The
first healing effect is structural, as oxygen reduces the lattice symmetry breaking induced by
the sulfur vacancy (as detailed in Supporting Note 1). On the electronic level, the carrier
density is healed to its intrinsic values as oxygen fills a sulfur vacancy and this have profound
consequences for superconductivity, as we demonstrate below.
Enhanced superconductivity in oxygenated TaS2
To quantify the effect of oxygen on the superconducting properties of TaS2, we have cal-
culated the phonon modes and electron-phonon coupling (EPC) in both pristine and oxy-
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genated ML TaS2 using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)25–27 [see Methods
for details]. In the oxygenated case we consider both an intermediate and a high level of
oxygenation, with unit formulas of Ta4S7O and TaSO, respectively, corresponding to the
structures depicted in Fig. 1b,c (in the latter case an entire plane of S is replaced by O). In
both cases, substitution of sulfur with oxygen has a profound effect on the electronic band
structure compared to TaS2 with S vacancies (or other vacancy defects), see Supporting
Fig. S1. In the highly-oxygenated limit, TaSO (Fig. 1f) the band structure is very similar to
that of pristine TaS2, consistent with the healing effect due to oxygen. This is to be expected,
as the calculated TaSO structure preserves the vertical alignment of S and O characteristic
of the H-phase (see Supporting Note 1 for further discussion). In the partially oxygenated
case, the ‘healing’ of the band structure is not complete, with a few more bands present at
EF, but it is nevertheless much closer to the pristine TaS2 compared to unsaturated sulfur
vacancies or other substitutions (cf. Supporting Fig. S2).
The calculated phonon band structures and phonon DOS’s (PHDOS) of these three cases
are shown in Figs. 2c–e. The atom-resolved phonon DOS shows that, because of the large
difference in atomic mass, the phonon modes due to Ta (acoustic modes at lower energies) and
those due to the chalcogen atoms (optical modes at higher energies) are quite well-resolved.
As expected, the main changes due to OS substitution thus occur in the chalcogen-related
optical modes.
To evaluate the influence of these changes in the phonon modes on the superconducting
properties we have used Eliashberg theory, which provides a quantitative description of
phonon-mediated superconductivity beyond the BCS theory.28–30 Here, the central role is
played by the Eliashberg function,
α2F (ω) =
1
NF
∑
ν,k,q
∣∣gνk,k+q∣∣2 δ (ω − ωνq) δ (k) δ (k+q) , (2)
which depends on the electronic DOS at EF (NF), the electron-phonon scattering matrix
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elements (gνk,k+q), the phonon dispersion (ωνq), and the electronic dispersion (k), all obtained
from DFT and DFPT. From the Eliashberg function the EPC constant can be obtained as
λ = 2
∫∞
0
α2F (ω)ω−1dω.
The results for pure and oxygenated TaS2 are shown in Fig. 2f–h. Prior to oxygenation
(Fig. 2f), the predominant contribution to the coupling arises from the Ta-based acoustic
modes (associated with the formation of the CDW instability31). Upon substitution by
oxygen of one sulfur atom within a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell (i.e., unit formula Ta4S7O, shown
in Fig. 2g), coupling to the high-energy oxygen-based phonon modes emerges, with a total
enhancement of the EPC by 25% with respect to the pristine case. Finally, in the highly-
oxygenated limit (Fig. 2h), the maximal EPC has radically shifted to the chalcogen-based
optical modes (of mixed S and O character). This enhanced coupling to the optical modes
likely results from the shorter Ta-O bond length (as shown in Fig. 1c), strengthening the
interaction between the electronic states with dominant Ta-d character and O-based phonon
modes. The overall result is an enhancement of the EPC constant by 80% in the highly-
oxygenated limit, despite the nearly constant electronic DOS before and after oxygenation.
We evaluated the resulting change in the superconducting Tc using the McMillan-Allen-
Dynes formula,32,33 as summarised in Table 3. The obtained Tc of ML TaS2 (11 K) is clearly
overestimated with respect to the experimental value of 3 K.14,16 This lower value of Tc
could result from the competition of superconductivity with the CDW phase, but can also
be related, at least partially, to an enhanced Coulomb repulsion between the Cooper-pair
electrons. To this end, we investigated the dependence of Tc on the Coulomb pseudopotential
µ∗,34 as shown in Fig. 2i. This analysis shows that to obtain the experimental value of Tc
for ML TaS2 requires µ∗ = 0.32, well beyond the common range of 0.1–0.15.35 However,
crucially for this work, the enhancement of Tc due to oxygenation (both at lower and higher
concentrations) is robust over the whole µ∗ range.
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Figure 2: Phonons and electron-phonon interaction in pure and oxygenated TaS2. Phonon
band structure of (a) ML TaS2 and (b) ML TaSO. Phonon DOS (PHDOS) of (c) ML TaS2,
(d) ML Ta4S7O and (e) ML TaSO. Eliashberg function α2F plus electron-phonon coupling
constant λ of (f) ML TaS2, (g) ML Ta4S7O and (h) ML TaSO. (i) Critical temperature of
ML TaS2, Ta4S7O and TaSO as a function of Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗.
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Table 3: The calculated EPC constant λ and the resulting critical temperature of pure and
oxygenated ML TaS2.
Compound λ Tc(µ∗ = 0.15) (K)
TaS2 1.07 11
Ta4S7O 1.34 16
TaSO 1.93 22
ADF-STEM and EELS analysis
To relate our theory findings to the presence of defects in ultrathin samples of TaS2, we
prepared mono-, bi- and few-layer TaS2 crystals and studied them using atomic resolution
annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (ADF-STEM) and electron-
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Atomically thin TaS2 is known to be unstable in ambient
conditions. Therefore, to minimise degradation, the crystals were mechanically exfoliated
from bulk TaS2 in the inert atmosphere of a glovebox and encapsulated with monolayer
graphene following the procedure reported in ref. 36. The encapsulation is known to provide
reliable protection from moisture and oxygen in ambient conditions as long as the resulting
graphene-TMD-graphene (or hBN-TMD-hBN) stack exhibits so-called self-cleaning,37,38 i.e.,
strong adhesion between atomically thin crystals squeezes out adsorbed water and hydrocar-
bons into sub-micrometer-size pockets (bubbles), leaving the remaining interfaces atomically
sharp and largely free of contaminants. In the case of TaS2, however, we found self-cleaning
to be poor (cf. also Supporting Fig. S6) so that a thin contamination layer often remained
despite encapsulation, effectively providing a reservoir of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen that
could diffuse along the graphene-TaS2 interface and react with the encapsulated TaS2.
Fig. 3 shows the results of high-resolution ADF-STEM imaging of freshly prepared mono-
and bilayer TaS2 encapsulated with graphene. Tantalum atoms appear very bright due to
the sensitivity of the technique to the atomic number, with sulphur positions visible as low-
intensity spots between Ta atoms. Ta vacancies (VTa) are seen clearly in all images, while
the much lower scattering cross-section of sulfur makes identification of VS non-trivial even
for monolayer crystals (see Supporting Fig. S3 and the related discussion). Nevertheless, the
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absence of S atoms can be identified by a reduced ADF-STEM intensity and the displacement
of the adjacent Ta atoms – these are clearly visible in Fig. 3d,i. Importantly, large numbers
of S vacancies, as well as some Ta vacancies were identified already in the first high resolution
scans, i.e., they are not the result of electron beam damage, which supports our expectation
from theory that low VS formation energies should result in an abundance of such defects
even in carefully prepared, mechanically exfoliated and encapsulated samples.
Under electron beam irradiation, new defects at both S and Ta sites were seen to form,
migrate to nearby lattice sites, and heal back to a contiguous lattice. Sulfur vacancies in
particular were prone to migrate, heal or coalesce into line defects (Fig. 3d), a structure
previously seen for vacancy defects in several other TMDs, such as MoS2.39,40 In addition
to vacancies and line defects, the edges of the encapsulated crystals (where graphene-TaS2-
graphene stack transition to graphene-graphene) were amorphous, typically reaching 1–3
nm into the crystal. We speculate that this edge amorphization is the result of chemical
reactions with hydrocarbon residues and water that are present despite encapsulation due
to poor self-cleaning.
To investigate the evolution of the chemical composition of the encapsulated TaS2 crystals
with time, we performed STEM-EELS analysis over the course of 3 weeks and on a crystal
aged for 7 months. To limit the effect of beam-induced contamination, consecutive measure-
ments were made on similar but not identical regions of the sample. As demonstrated in
Fig. 4a,b, the oxygen content in the TaS2 sample clearly increases with time, from less than
1 at% oxygen in the first 3 weeks (S:O ratio of ∼100:1) to ∼50% of sulfur replaced by oxygen
after 7 months of storage (see Supporting Note 3 for details of the analysis). To exclude
the possibility that the detected oxygen is present in the hydrocarbon contamination layer
rather than being associated with TaS2, additional EELS measurements were carried out in
a neighbouring region of the same sample containing just the two graphene encapsulating
layers. This showed a markedly smaller increase in oxygen content, demonstrating that the
oxygen increase in Fig. 4a occurred predominantly within the TaS2 crystal lattice.
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Figure 3: ADF-STEM imaging of defects in atomically thin TaS2. (a) Typical sample
of graphene-encapsulated TaS2, with the TaS2 flake outlined in red and the upper and
lower graphene encapsulation outlined in grey. (b) Drift-corrected, time-averaged image
of graphene-encapsulated monolayer TaS2, with the top-right inset showing an image sim-
ulation and the bottom-right an overlaid atomic model (Ta atoms are gold, S atoms are
yellow).The time averaging across 100 high speed images improves the signal-to-noise ratio
but also averages the contrast variations due to mobile defects. (c,d) S vacancy point and
line defects in monolayer TaS2, respectively. (e-g) Ta vacancy and adatom defects in mono-
layer TaS2, with Ta adatoms located at the adjacent Ta (e), hollow (f), bridging (g, left),
and S (g, right) sites. (h) Atomically-flat edge of a nm-scale pore in a monolayer TaS2. (i)
Defect clusters in monolayer TaS2. (j) Amorphous edge in bilayer TaS2.
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Figure 4: Time-dependent compositional variation in TaS2 using EELS. 0 – 3 weeks: (a)
High-loss spectra from an encapsulated 3-ML region, with detail of the oxygen-K edge as an
inset. (b) Detail of extracted sulfur-L, carbon-K, and oxygen-K edges. 7 months: (c) ADF-
STEM of TaS2 7 months after fabrication. (d)–(g) Intensity maps for the extracted signals
of (d) tantalum-Lα EDXS peak, (e) sulfur-L EELS edges, (f) carbon-K EELS edge, and
(g) oxygen-K EELS edge. (h) and (i) Maps of two oxygen-K edge components, associated
with (h) crystalline and (i) amorphous environments from the region indicated in (c). (j)
Comparison of the isolated oxygen-K edge components corresponding to the crystalline and
amorphous oxides.
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To elucidate the form in which oxygen is present after 7 months of storage, we used
independent component analysis of the EEL spectrum image/map. This revealed the pres-
ence of two separate oxygen-containing components: component 1, responsible for ∼70% of
the strength of the oxygen signal and collocated with the Ta and S atoms, has a spectral
shape often associated with crystalline transition metal oxides (showing a strong pre-peak,
see Fig. 4j), and is similar to the spectra for Ta2O5 reported in Refs. 41,42. We therefore
assign this peak to oxygen incorporated into the TaS2 lattice, presumably as substitution
for sulfur atoms as predicted by theory. The peak associated with component 2, found at
a higher energy, Fig. 4j, is a typical O signature from contamination found on the surfaces
of 2D crystals, e.g. where oxygen or water are adsorbed in hydrocarbons inevitably present
on or around our TaS2 crystals, as explained above. Furthermore, our STEM-EELS analysis
showed that the rate of oxygenation depends on the sample thickness. For example, we
found a much higher relative increase in oxygen content for the trilayer region in Fig. 3a
compared to similarly encapsulated ∼15 nm-thick crystals – see Fig. S5 in the Supporting
Information.
The above findings provide strong support for our theory predictions: the presence of
large numbers of vacancies, particularly S vacancies in freshly prepared samples, and at least
partial ‘healing’ of the defects with oxygen, as the latter is seen to be incorporated into TaS2
lattice.
Transport measurements
To verify the theoretically predicted enhancement of the superconducting properties due to
oxygenation, we carried out transport measurements on TaS2 samples with different numbers
of layers N (N = 3 and N = 5), both freshly prepared (within a few days after fabrication)
and stored in a desiccator for several weeks (we refer to the latter as ‘aged’). The devices were
made using an exfoliation and encapsulation procedure very similar to that used for STEM-
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Figure 5: Enhancement of the superconducting properties in aged few-layer TaS2 based on
transport measurements. (a) Optical image of a 5-ML device, where the red dashed line
indicates the TaS2 flake and the white line the encapsulating hBN, (b) AFM image of the
encapsulated flake, (c) step profile along the green line in (b), and (d) schematic side view of
a transport device. (e) Normalised resistance as a function of temperature for new and aged
(after 3 weeks) devices, (f) perpendicular magnetic-field dependence of superconductivity
in the 5-ML device at T = 0.3 K, (g) zero-field critical current at T = 0.3 K for the same
device. (h) Relative changes over time in the carrier concentration n, mean free path l,
RRR and Tc. (i,j) Carrier concentration per layer and Tc for new and aged 3-ML and 5-ML
devices.
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EELS samples, except that few-layer TaS2 flakes were encapsulated by hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) rather than graphene. The details can be found in ref. 20 and Supporting
Note 4. The thickness of each sample was identified using optical contrast and the smallest
step height measured over the TaS2 edge by AFM (cf. Fig. 5c and Supporting Fig. S6).
Electrical contacts to TaS2 were defined after encapsulation using e-beam lithography. To
this end, top hBN layer was selectively etched using CHF3 plasma, uncovering the surface
of TaS2 that was then immediately metallized by evaporating Cr/Au layer to form the
electrodes (see Fig. 5d). Further etching (e.g. to shape Hall bars) was avoided to maintain
the integrity of encapsulation and prevent access of oxidants via the exposed edge of TaS2.
The superconducting characteristics (Tc, critical magnetic field Hc2) of freshly prepared
samples were found to be very similar to those reported in literature for TaS2 crystals of the
same thickness,14–16 see Fig. 5e. As found previously, Tc is higher for thinner crystals, in our
case Tc ≈ 1.7 K for a 5-layer device and Tc ≈ 2.7 K for the trilayer (here Tc is determined as
the mid-point of the superconducting transition on R(T )). Also in agreement with previous
reports, the carrier densities n extracted from our Hall measurements in van der Pauw
geometry43 (Supporting Note 4 and Fig. 5i) significantly exceeded the known values for
pristine TaS2, indicating the presence of vacancy defects.24 We note that the experimental
values of n ∼ 1.5 · 1015 cm−2/layer for both our devices are in excellent agreement with our
calculations for TaS2 monolayers with high-density of S vacancies [cf. Table 2].
After several weeks of storage the measurements were repeated using the same pairs of
contacts. As predicted, we found that Tc markedly increased, saturating at Tc ≈ 3 K for
both thicknesses of TaS2 (see Fig. 5e). The perpendicular Hc2 and the critical current also
increased, as shown in Fig. 5f,g, indicating an overall enhancement of the superconducting
properties due to sample aging. The superconducting transition for both devices also became
noticeably sharper, indicating that aging made the devices more uniform. In contrast to the
enhancement of Tc and better uniformity, the normal state transport properties showed
marked degradation, with the residual resistance ratio RRR = R(300 K)/R(10 K) and the
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mean-free path l decreasing by as much as 50% (Fig. 5h and Supporting Fig. S7). At
the same time, the carrier density in both aged devices decreased to the intrinsic value for
TaS2 (1 · 1015 cm−2/layer, see Fig. 5j), independent of sample thickness. Taken together,
comparison of the relative change (∆) in the normal-state transport characteristics and Tc
(Fig. 5h) shows an anti-correlation between the two, with the largest reduction in n, RRR
and l corresponding to the largest increase in Tc (further details are provided in Supporting
Note 4).
Although counter-intuitive, the above observations are in excellent agreement with our
theoretical predictions. The ‘intrinsic’ per-layer carrier densities and sharp superconducting
transitions in the aged samples, in combination with the steady increase in the oxygen
content revealed by EELS and its incorporation into the TaS2 lattice, provide experimental
evidence of the predicted healing of the lattice by oxygenation. In turn, this can explain the
enhancement of Tc and the critical field after aging, due to the enhanced EPC inherent to
oxygenation, as found in our calculations.
Conclusions
The above results demonstrate that, contrary to widely held assumptions, superconductivity
in two-dimensional materials can benefit from the effect of oxygenation and establish few-
layer TaS2 as a system where 2D superconductivity is enhanced by oxygenation.
This effect is distinctly different from that described for monolayer TaS2 samples contain-
ing chemically etched nanopores,24 where elevated critical temperatures (maximum onset of
3.6 K) were attributed to an enhancement of the carrier density. From this, Peng et al.
concluded that the density of states at the Fermi level must be equally enhanced, implying
an increased electron-phonon interaction. However, as demonstrated by our transport mea-
surements (Fig. 5h–j), there is no straightforward relation between the carrier density and
Tc for few-layer TaS2. While for freshly prepared samples we also found larger per-layer n
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compared to the intrinsic (theoretical) value and attribute it to the presence of defects, aging
and oxygenation lead to a decrease in n but nevertheless an increase in Tc. Furthermore, our
calculations show that vacancies, particularly sulfur vacancies, do not lead to a significant
enhancement of the DOS at EF (see Supporting Fig. S2) and therefore cannot explain the
large increase in Tc observed in the presence of defects.
Another mechanism of Tc enhancement in ultrathin TaS2 crystals compared to bulk
TaS2 was suggested in refs. 14,15, where it was interpreted as being due to weakening of
the CDW state for crystals with N ≤ 5, even though there is still no direct experimental
evidence of CDW weakening in few-layer TaS2 14 and the microscopic mechanism of its effect
on superconductivity remains under discussion. The critical temperatures for our freshly
prepared 3- and 5-layer devices are in excellent agreement with Tc values for the same
sample thicknesses in ref. 14. This suggests a common origin of Tc enhancement in both
studies, possibly related to defects, possibly to a modification of the CDW state and its
competition with superconductivity (we note that atomically thin crystals in ref. 14 and in
this work were prepared using the same mechanical exfoliation and encapsulation method).
Importantly, however, the nearly 50% further increase of Tc as a result of oxygenation (for
N = 5) and a smaller but still appreciable increase for N = 3 is a new effect, distinct from
the previously discussed mechanisms of Tc enhancement. It is also interesting to note that
Tc ≈ 3 K has been found in other studies where TaS2 crystals were subject to oxidative
environments such as H2O17 or acids.24 As shown by our calculations, oxygenation-driven
enhancement of superconductivity can be explained solely by the enhanced electron-phonon
coupling (see Fig. 2) that may also explain why ultrathin crystals show very similar maximum
Tc, despite different preparation routes. However, the possibility of an interplay between
superconductivity and the CDW state cannot be ruled out, either, since defects – even
substitutional defects that restore the crystal lattice, as in our case – can interfere with the
long-range order of the CDW. A possible competition between superconductivity and CDW
states may also explain why our experimental critical temperatures remain relatively modest
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(3 K) compared to the theoretically predicted values.
At this point we must emphasize that the oxygenation process itself depends on the
sample thickness. Indeed, our ADF-STEM analysis has indicated faster oxygenation rates
for thinner samples. As a result, the beneficial oxygen healing of the lattice can be expected
to develop more gradually in the thicker samples, which can explain that freshly prepared
5-layer sample showed a higher carrier density and lower Tc compared to the trilayer and
the two samples reached the same state only after aging [Fig. 5e,h–j]. In this scenario,
the initial thickness dependence of the superconducting and CDW states in few-layer TaS2
may simply result from the different rate of the oxygenation process in samples of different
thickness. As such, the effect of lattice defects and of oxygenation on the interplay between
superconductivity and the CDW state provides an exciting playground for further exploration
of competing quantum phenomena.
We note that the highly-oxygenated limit in our study corresponds to an entire sulfur
plane replaced by oxygen. Similar Janus structures, with two different chalcogen atoms
on either side of a monolayer TMD (e.g., MoSSe44,45), have attracted a lot of interest in
view of their structural symmetry breaking and anisotropy,44,45 resulting electric dipole and
enhanced Rashba spin-orbit interaction,44,46 and large piezoelectricity.46 This calls for fur-
ther exploration of different TMDs with oxygen inclusion, Janus structures or otherwise,
which may host further surprises, not only with regard to their elevated electron-phonon
coupling, but more generally also to their optical and spintronic properties, including Ising
superconductivity.5–8
With such a broad outlook to emergent quantum phenomena, our results identify con-
trolled oxygenation as a promising route to tailor and enhance the collective quantum prop-
erties of ultrathin TMDs and their heterostructures.
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Methods
Density functional (perturbation) theory calculations
Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations make use of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional implemented within the ABINIT code.22 To include spin-orbit coupling,
fully relativistic Goedecker pseudopotentials were used.47,48 Here, Ta-5d36s2, S-3s23p4 and
O-2s22p4 states were included as valence electrons, together with an energy cutoff of 50
Ha for the planewave basis. To simulate the atomically thin films, 25 Å of vacuum was
included in the unit cells. All crystal structures were relaxed so that forces on each atom
were below 1 meV/Å. A 24× 24× 1 (12× 12× 1) Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid
was selected for simple unit cells (2 × 2 × 1 supercells). To calculate the defect formation
energies, chemical potentials of the elemental phases were calculated for body-centered cubic
Ta (spacegroup Im3¯m), rhombohedral S18 (spacegroup R3¯) and molecular O2. Our density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations employed a 24 × 24 × 1 (12 × 12 × 1)
k-point grid and a 12 × 12 × 1 (6 × 6 × 1) q-point grid for simple unit cells (the 2 × 2 × 1
supercell used for Ta4S7O). For an accurate description of TaSO, an increased cutoff energy
of 65 Ha and a 36× 36× 1 k-point grid were used.
Device fabrication
TaS2 samples were first exfoliated onto a SiO2/Si substrate coated with poly-
propylene carbonate (PPC) and flakes of suitable thickness were identified with optical
microscopy. Subsequently, encapsulated hBN/TaS2/hBN (graphene/TaS2/graphene) het-
erostructures for transport (STEM and EELS) measurements were prepared and transfered
in an inert atmosphere (in an Ar filled glovebox) following the procedure described in refs.
20,37. For transport measurements, selected TaS2 flakes were encapsulated between two 2–5-
layer thick hBN crystals (cf. Fig. 5a–d and Supplementary Fig. S6). Our choice of atomically
thin top hBN allowed us to reliably determine the thickness of TaS2 using atomic force mi-
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croscopy mapping. After encapsulation, electrical contacts were added to the transport
devices using electron beam lithography with a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist.
For the TEM samples a layer of PMMA was spun on top of a the graphene/TaS2/graphene
stack to serve as support during the KOH etching of SiO2 to release the sample from the
substrate and transfer it onto SiN support grids.
ADF-STEM characterisation and EELS analysis
High-resolution STEM characterisation was carried out using a JEOL ARM300CF double
aberration corrected microscope, operating at 80 kV accelerating voltage, with 67 pA beam
current and a convergence semiangle of 32 mrad. Annular dark field (ADF) images were
acquired at a collection angle range of 46–169 mrad. High-resolution STEM chemical char-
acterisation was performed using an FEI Titan G2 ChemiSTEM operating at 80 kV, with a
convergence semiangle of 21 mrad and fitted with a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) Quantum
ER for electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and a Super-X, 4 SDD detector with a
total collection angle of 0.7 srad for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS). EELS
and EDXS was performed simultaneously with a GIF collection semiangle of 62 mrad, with
high loss spectra obtained for an energy range of 110–622 eV (dispersion of 0.25 eV).
All EEL spectra and spectrum images were processed using the open source python
package HyperSpy (available via zenodo.org/record/3396791). Individual spectra shown in
Fig. 4a,b were acquired using an integration time of 14 s. Low-loss spectra containing the
zero loss peak were acquired quasi-simultaneously with an integration time of 14 ms. All
spectra were taken from the same area of the TaS2 flake but we avoided probing the same
spot to avoid contamination build-up produced by the electron beam. Core loss spectra were
calibrated in energy using the zero loss peak in the corresponding low loss spectra. Separate
components corresponding to S L, C K, and O K core loss edges were separated from the
background using least-squares fitting to model spectra. Due to the overlap of the core-loss
peaks and tails from sulfur, carbon and oxygen, it was not possible to separate them by a
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simple power-law background fitting; the fitting parameters had to be set manually.
Transport measurements were done with lock-in technique in four-probe configuration,
and the sheet resistances were calculated according to van der Pauw’s theorem.43
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